Know More About Garage Door Repair
By: Angel GarageDoors
You will find a time when your garage door will not function as good as when you first used it. If you think that it is not
functioning the way it should be, then you need to do something about it. You can fix it yourself if it is a minor problem.
The following are tips for easier garage door repair. If you have noticed that your garage door is going up and down by
itself, then you need to know the cause of it. There is simple explanation about it and it does not require major repair.
It is possible that there is someone within your neighborhood using similar access code or security to the one you are
using right now. It can affect the radio receiver. Also, radios used in airplane as well as police cars have similar effect
with your garage door. If you do want this to happen, then you just need to simply change your access code for this
garage door repair.
If you want to change it, you need to know the step by step procedure as one differs from the other. The general rule
here is the transmitter must be close to your opener’s box and push the button for minimum of 30 seconds. It is better
if you will check the manufacturer's manual to know what particular button you need to hold. Newer models have
rolling code that can automatically change, so this will give you easy garage door repair.
Another problem is when your garage door is only going half way down as you try to close it. This can happen if there
is something blocking its way. Latest models have sensor that can detect things that might obstruct it as it come down.
For this garage door repair, you need to check carefully and remove everything that is blocking its way down and it will
work perfectly again. It can also happen if the sensor’s lens is dirty with dust, cob web or condensation. Its system will
think that there is something blocking its way, so it will not close. It is important that you always clean the lenses.
In case the transmitter is not working properly when you press it, then it might need a change of battery. You also
need to inspect the power source to know if it is in good condition. This is not a simple garage door repair if it does not
work after changing battery and if the power supply is properly working. It might be damaged and need replacement.
You also need to frequently lubricate rollers and tracks. This can generally fix this problem and can fix the problem in
no time. For lubrication you can either use a silicon spray or lubricant spray. It is good if you will lubricate it right after
cleaning. All movable parts must be lubricated. For another simple garage door repair, you also need to tighten all
screws and bolts. This can immediately solve your problem without any major repair and without spending a lot of
money.
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